
Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery

Winter in the 18th century

Claude Deruet, Representation of a royal party illustrating the joys of ice, for a series of
paintings celebrating the glory of the Monarchy commissioned by Richelieu, 17th century,

Orléans, Musée des Beaux-Arts d’Orléans

Today, a time of celebration and low temperatures, winter was in the 18th

century a season as much expected as feared. The cold weather put a strain

on the residents of the royal residences, but they also found many

entertainments during the winter period.

 

Jean-Louis Prieur (attributed to), Pair of firedogs with vase, pyramid and fire pot motifs,
circa 1770, Galerie Léage

Winter was a special time of the year. It was indeed difficult to fight against

the cold, even in the largest residences. The chimneys were small and often

didn't fire properly: the courtiers regularly complained about the smoke that

escapes from the chimneys of Versailles. Stoves were introduced in the royal

residences in the middle of the century, but they were not very popular. The

French considered them too unattractive, and regretted the sight of fire that

"inflames the imagination". To fight against the cold, small braziers were

installed next to each other, which could be moved around at will.

 

Nicolas Heurtaut (workshop of), Queen and "à châssis" armchair, from a suite of six
armchairs and a sofa, circa 1768, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA 10295)

Inside the most prestigious homes, winter also requires special

arrangements before the festivities. Indeed, according to the seasons,

particular textile trimmings are preferred: taffeta and painted or printed

fabrics are rather reserved for the summer, while velvet and damask are

preferred in winter. A valet de chambre tapissier is in charge of arranging

the furniture according to its upholstery at each change of season. The

unused pieces are stored in a garde-meuble. Around 1725-1730, the system of

“à chassis” seats was developed, simplifying these operations. The

upholstery and its textile cover are mounted on wooden frames, which are

then attached to the seat. The backrest, seat and armrests could then be

removed, depending on the season.

 

Unkonwn, Sleigh decorated with an eagle with open wings, 17th century, Compiègne, Musée
de la voiture et du tourisme

When the snow covered the parks and gardens and the canals froze in the

coldest winters, the courtiers played many winter games. Sled races and ice

skating were indeed very popular. The former reached their peak during the

reign of Louis XV. It was then common to see the king, the courtiers and the

queen herself, sliding at full speed in the snowy gardens. The horses pulling

these sleighs were often embellished with ribbons and bells, and the

carriages itselves were extremely ornated. Louis XV and his Court ordered

many sleighs with elaborate decorations and shapes. Inspired by fantastic or

exotic creatures, they compose an eclectic bestiary.

 

Unknown, Snuffbox, 18th century,Versailles, Châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon (inv. V
5845.166)

 

Winter is also the time of the end of year celebrations. Today, a traditional

moment for many families, it was relatively different in the 18th century. At

that time, Christmas was essentially a religious holiday, and no gift were

given on this occasion. Similarly, the Christmas tree was still absent from

the end of the year celebrations. Marie Leszczynska tried to introduce it at

the Court during the winter of 1738, but this Germanic tradition of the 16th

century was then considered too pagan by the French.

The New Year's Day was subject to a particular tradition: the "étrennes". The

king, the queen and the princes of the blood distributed gifts to their

relatives at the beginning of each year, showing their friendship. The king

offered many gifts: gold snuffboxes, jewels, precious clothes were ordered

by the Menus-Plaisirs to the greatest craftsmen and manufacturers of the

kingdom.

 

Unknown, Compigné medallion representing a winter landscape with a river passing under
a bridge, Louis XVI period, former Galerie Léage collection

Between sleigh races, presents and fireplaces loaded with logs, the winter of

the 18th century aristocracy pleasantly evokes the coming holidays. We will

thus take a winter break from December 24th, to meet you again on January

3rd. We wish you all a great holiday season!

 

See you next week for a new

interlude !

Meanwhile, you can follow us on at the gallery or on our websites:

https://www.francoisleage.com/fr/home

https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com 

See us on Instagram to follow our news!
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